DNA holds the key to tackling tuberculosis
Researchers set out path towards whole genome sequencing as single method for the diagnosis,
treatment and tracking of tuberculosis
20-06-19
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Various methods are currently used to detect, treat and track tuberculosis (TB), which could all be replaced by whole genome sequencing
(WGS). In Nature Reviews Microbiology, a group of researchers led by Dr Conor Meehan of the Institute of Tropical Medicine Antwerp (ITM)
describe the advantages and risks of modern genome sequencing technology, which is increasingly used. The researchers offer a set of

recommendations to internationally standardise in clinical care and public health.
The diagnosis, treatment and tracking of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the bacterium that causes TB, is currently done through various techniques. With
the arrival of cheap and reliable WGS, these different techniques could be replaced by one, single method. However, there is a risk that with no clear
consensus and lack of international standards, the widespread use of WGS technology can lead to data and processes without harmonisation,
comparability and validation.
"We call for extensive standardisation and validation efforts to be made, before implementing the WGS approach on a large scale," said Dr Conor
Meehan. "That will require political commitment and also the involvement of supranational laboratories and regulatory authorities. It is important to
guarantee access to standardised and validated WGS techniques, especially in countries with a high burden of TB and where WGS will have the greatest
impact.”
Dr Conor Meehan of ITM together with Dr Inaki Comas from Biomedicine Institute of Valencia and Prof dr Annelies Van Rie from the University of Antwerp
set up a consortium of more than 40 international scientists with TB expertise. Working together, they described the state-of-the-art of WGS in
Mycobacterium tuberculosis and formulated a set of recommendations. These recommendations are of particular relevance in light of international
developments.
“Currently, WGS techniques are mainly used in research activities, but the method is rapidly expanding into clinical care and public health tools to map the
spread of tuberculosis. A streamlined method and standardised reporting are becoming more important by the day,” said Meehan.
WGS is already recommended by the World Health Organization as a standard technique for global drug resistance surveys and is also increasingly being
used as a method to provide personalised treatment. More and more countries are implementing WGS techniques.
Tuberculosis is a bacterial infection that kills around 1.6 million people each year, making it one of the top ten causes of death worldwide. ITM’s research
on tuberculosis is world-renowned. The Institute has the largest public collection of TB strains for research. It caused a breakthrough with a shorter
combination treatment for resistant tuberculosis and researches new diagnostics and case detection techniques.

Link
Whole genome sequencing of Mycobacterium tuberculosis: current standards and open issues (Nature Reviews Microbiology)
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